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MISSION RULES 
By Penny Allen 

T H E  FIRST MISSION RULE IN THAT AREA OF SOUTH 
America was, "Do not catch any girl who faints." It had come 
about because a certain young lady had caught (and gotten 
excommunicated) a missionary by fainting. From then on, the 
tactic was employed frequently until the rule was invoked. 
Then perhaps half a dozen listless bodies hit the uncompro- 
mising concrete of the branch meetingplace before the mes- 
sage got through to everyone. 

"But what if she falls on the floor?" a greenie always asked. 
"Let her fall," was the stem answer. 
The rule remained number one through several changes of 

mission presidents although no one could remember anyone's 
fainting for years. Still, rules have a life of their own, and Elder 
Snow got it as strongly as every other elder in the area. 

It was a day so hot andhumid that five minutes after putting 
on a clean white shirt it was saturated with sweat. People 
swam, shiny-skinned, through the pool of atmosphere. Maybe 
bubbled would be the term because it would seem as if a human 
soup were being cooked by nature. 
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So when the flawless olive skin faded to a sickly white and 
the huge dark eyes turned upward, it was not difficult to 
believe that the girl was truly fainting in the heat. Elder Snow 
stepped forward instinctively before jerking back and watch- 
ing the knees buckle and the body sink. The sound of head 
striking wood boomed sharply 

Immediately she was surrounded by aid, and he saw her 
camed out with a bloody handkerchief being pressed to her 
head. 

He and his companion were asked to administer a blessing 
to her. She was conscious, bandaged, and propped upon a 
brightly striped bed covering. Although his hands touched 
only her head, he felt electricity surge through him from the 
glossy black locks. 

After the accident, the mission rule should probably have 
been changed to "Catch any girl who faints," but it was not. 
The mothers agreed, however, that it had all happened for the 
best, because after Elder Snow's mission was honorably con- 
cluded, he came back for the girl and took her to Utah to marry 
her. After this, a good many grls had inexplicable accidents 
that required blessings, and no one could impose a rule that 
said, "Do not administer to any girl who is wounded." u 
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